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From dugout canoes and the boats of the Ancient Egyptians to battleships and modern cruise liners,

Ship looks at every aspect of water-going vessels and the people who have sailed them. Now in

compact paperback!
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Bottom-Line: A great book for naval veterans and civilians alike, "Ship" has found an honored place

in my growing library.Ships: without them human civilization would have developed very differently,

very differently indeed. From the earliest known human settlements that used ships and boats to

carry goods and arms up and down rivers and across lakes, to modern day oil takers, warships,

cruise ships, and merchantman that crossed vast expanses of ocean, ships always have been still

are the lifeblood of nations. And "Ship" by prolific maritime author Brian Lavery tells their

tale.Factoid: A ship is a large vessel that floats on the water. Ships are generally distinguished from

boats based on size and passenger capacity. And boats are general carried upon the decks of

ships. Ships may be found on all of the world's waterways including rivers, lakes, gulfs, seas, and

oceans. And they are used for all manner of activities, such as the transport of people or goods,

entertainment, fishing, public safety, and warfare.Rarely if ever has the diversity that is the world of

ships been captured in words, illustrations, diagrams, drawings, and images so completely as in the

pages of "Ship" (2005), published of late by the Smithsonian Institute and the Museum of Maritime

History in Greenwich England.I have been enamored of ships since early childhood, so a 400-page



tome like "Ship" is right up my proverbial alley. There is special grace and beauty in the lines of a

ship under sail; there is a certain majesty in an image of an aircraft carrier on the high seas in

formation with her escort ships; or a fast attack submarine making a high speed run on the surface,

blue water cascading down her slick sides.
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